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From the Editor
Greetings!
There are so many exciting things that the IAAA has to opportunity to be involved with
this year. First is the National Geographic Expedition as many of you have seen online that our
president, Jon Ramer, is working toward on our behalf. There have also been quite a few art
competitions and publication opportunities that our members have shared with us, like Ron
Miller’s forthcoming space art book and LPL’s art show and contest (listed at the bottom of p.
20).
We also have many accomplishments to celebrate among out members (Please drop me
a line if you do something you would like shared in the Pulsar). Joe Bergeron’s book Cosmic
Cat is a beautiful labor of love. I am planning to order one and I think it would make a wonderful and unique holiday gift (which is right around the corner).

Until Winter!
Erika McGinnis, Pulsar Editor, Pulsar-editor@iaaa.org
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Space Links
George Pal, Robert Heinlein, and Chesley Bonestell interview:
http://vimeo.com/60139948 (as shared by Don Dixon on the IAAA list serve).

Upcoming workshops—tentative schedules
Dates to plan for in the near future:
2014 Voting for National Geographic Expedition online
2015 Great Northwest USA
2016 Atacama, Chile
2017 Yellowstone

Kudos for members of IAAA


Bryan Versteeg had articles in both the Vancouver Sun and the Huffington Post
about his Mars One illustrations and inspiration. http://
www.huffingtonpost.ca/2014/02/15/mars-one-illustrations_n_4793629.html?
just_reloaded=1#slide=3430915. He also had a featured article in Artsquest.
http://artsquest.ca/2014/04/13/bryan-versteegs-art-is-out-of-this-world/



Mark Garlick’s artwork graced the cover of the March issue of National Geographic.



Dan Durda’s artwork graced an NBC news article called Life After Pluto. http://
www.nbcnews.com/science/space/life-after-pluto-new-horizons-could-carry-yourmessage-stars-n110271



Dana Berry had two images in the July issue of National Geographic.



Joy Alyssa Day and BJ Johnson were the designers and creators of the bases for
this year’s Hugo awards.
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Reunion Island Trip May 2014
By Richard Bizley
I chose to visit this wildly beautiful volcanic island mainly because it has such wide variety of
environs within a small area.
Reunion Island lies east of Madagascar, approx. 200 km southwest from Mauritius. It is 63
kilometres long and 45 kilometres wide. Not many people know about Reunion. It does not
have much in the way of beaches but more than makes up for it with the lofty & verdant mountains, the varied landscapes and the wide variety of sporting opportunities that are available. In
my case the only ‘sporting activities’ were trekking, exploring and snorkelling.
Reunion has a lot of microclimates due to the mountains, hills and valleys etc. It is very wet
and verdant on the east coast, drier on the west. It has two seasons, wet & dry.
It boasts an active shield
volcano, Piton de la
Fournaise, which lies
southeast of the island. I
was fortunate to go with a
very small group for a day
to hike up the volcano. It
was with a guide and two
other French people. Had
I known just how difficult
the trek would be I probably would not have gone,
but I am very glad I did.
We travelled in a minibus
from the hotel on the west
coast of the island. You
are aware as you travel
east that you are slowly climbing. As you enter the more humid area, the flora & landscape
changes. Looking at the telegraph poles I was able to spot some orb weaver spiders (nephilia)
with their webs strung between the cables (one house had loads of these spiders in their front
garden!). On we climbed, soon the vegetation became more and more shrubby and the trees
more stunted. Bam, in a blink of an eye, as we drove past some obscuring rocks, etc. we were
on another world! Before our eyes was a grand bird’s eye view of the Plaines des Sables. My
first impression was how red the volcanic rocks looked. In the distance we could see the volcano that we were going to climb. We continued driving through a marvellous terrain. Not
wanting to sound clichéd, but it was so Mars-like, red and littered with rocks on the surface
everywhere. It was pristine, no rubbish, no buildings, no man-made objects anywhere. There
were a few endemic plants growing though. We arrived at the car park and the view! This time,
we looked down to the caldera (Enclos Fouque) and the car park was perched on the side
above the caldera, 640+ steps high - yes I counted! The caldera is 8 km wide, the southeastern part of it lost into the sea. My guide pointed at the volcano, which rises up in the
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middle of the caldera and said we’re going up to the top. My enthusiasm for the trek
suddenly waned, the caldera plain was so far down below and it wasn’t smooth. It was
jumbled hither and thither; would I come back in one piece I wondered? I was grateful
I’d bought a new pair of sturdy walking boots. The trek was a 5+ hour round trip. We
trekked on the caldera floor and very soon came upon crater Formica Leo. This is a
lovely small crater, extremely red in colour. We continued on, seeing pahoehoe lava
everywhere, with its familiar ropey and rippled textures. There were also some areas of
‘a’a lava. There are no paths, but there are white markers spaced apart painted onto
the rocks which you follow. We reached the base of the volcano and walked past
some fumeroles. We then ascended the volcano. It wasn’t too bad, just awkward to
climb with all the massive boulders, cracks, loose rocks/gravel and some crevices. Half
way up, we were told to put warmer clothes on and had a quick drink & snack. We
soon realised it was getting very cold and windy. I took advantage of the break and
looked around. I felt like an astronaut surveying from a slope of the volcano, looking
across at the caldera wall, which surrounded us. We walked past a lovely gnarled vent,
but I was suffering too much from vertigo to take photos, which was a great shame (we
walked back a different way). We continued, and there before my eyes I could see the
tops of the jagged crater wall of Crater Bory, which is located north west of the much
larger main crater, Dolomieu. We were now at the top, 2,632 m high, (8,635ft). We entered Crater Bory, what a sight! This is where all space artists want to be. Surrounded
by alien looking jagged crater walls, with cracked & jumbled crater floor, strewn with
rocks. Here and there the rocks glinted with glassy material. We were told to stick together and to only walk where the guide walked, due to unsafe lava areas. We had a
picnic next to a lovely rock formation. I was
in ‘heaven’ on ‘hell’! The guide gave us all
figs, fresh pineapple, fruit punch & coffee.
He was a bit concerned as he was watching
another group of unguided people walking
around on the unstable crater floor. It always
pays to be with a guide. Anyway, then came
the climax, it was unexpected and wonderful. At that time my knowledge of the geology of the volcano was limited; I did not realise you could look into the more massive
crater Dolomieu from crater Bory, the
smaller & higher of the two. We had to go
one at a time as we had to step over a (gulp) crevice. There before my eyes, was the
most amazing crater I had ever seen. It was huge & deep with the crater walls sweeping round and down below us, with scree slopes at the bottom. Holding onto the
guide’s hand I gingerly edged forward and looked far down below and I could see
steam rising from the crater floor (it is after all one of the most active volcano in the
world). Looking at the colours of the crater, there were greys, blue/greys, with splashes
of ochre and browny reds. Too soon it was time for me to step back and let the others
view.
We rested then had to make the long journey back. Somehow I found descending
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harder than ascending, due to feeling I was about to trip or lose control, not nice at all.
In fact the lady in our group fell badly and was bruised and cut her hand on the sharp
volcanic rocks (this is where it pays to be with a guide, they’d help you in situations like
this). Here and there were some shimmering rocks in beautiful colours: purple, silver,
Prussian blues. Needless to say, you were not allowed to take rocks from this area, so
I took photos of them. My calf muscles then went on strike. My guide applied some
freeze gel stuff, which helped. The climb up the 640
steps back to the car park was cruel. I had to stop to
gasp every 50 steps. Reached the minibus, what a
day!
On a separate tour, I visited the area of the caldera
that meets the sea, (southwest of the island) with lava
rocks curving down towards the sea from the volcano
itself. Here and there were hardy ferns growing in
gaps between the rocks. Looking closely you could see the rocks were sparkling due
to the mineral olivine. Seeing my tireless enthusiasm, my guide said I was allowed to
take a couple of small rocks, which I was grateful for. This area is vast, a sweep of
lava flow and it looks just like a sloping farm full of soil waiting for it to be sown. It is
only when you pick up one of the lumps of the ‘soil’ that you realise it is heavy, therefore lava.
It was strange to see verdant mountains during my two
weeks stay. Some areas are covered with tree ferns. It
is a botanist’s paradise. From an artistic point of view,
Reunion Island is extremely beautiful. Due to the mountains, clouds often form in the afternoon and you get
lovely views of the peaks disappearing into the clouds.
Or gaps in the clouds forms and you see tree tops surrounded by clouds.
Coastal resorts are nothing to get excited about. Traffic jams are the norm here. There
are wild dogs and I saw some roaming in packs which is not nice at all. Snorkelling is
safe only in certain places, such as in lagoons. Shark attacks have occurred here (that
is the surfer’s fault, not the sharks!).
It was very enjoyable snorkelling and being weightless in water, watching the rocks,
reefs and marine life forms gliding below me as the currents swept me parallel to the
shore. Just like an astronaut gliding over an alien environment. The danger of course
was not to crash into a reef, so I had to watch where I was going while gawping at the
living treasures surrounding me.
Reunion Island hopefully will stand the test of time regarding
the balance between tourism and the natural wilderness. Unfortunately more and more people are moving to Reunion, or
have second homes there. Urban crawl is creeping up the
beautiful hills/mountains. Hopefully the national protected areas will stay just that, protected for the future generations.
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Joe Bergeron’s Cosmic Cat
By Joe Bergeron
Cosmic Cat began as a planetarium show I wrote and
produced for Morehead Planetarium in North Carolina back in the
80s. It had nothing in common with the current book except the
presence of a blue cat and a green owl. It was a simple show for
little children, featuring talking animals and simple lessons required by the NC state curriculum of that time. It had no human
characters, but plenty of talking animals.
After I left Morehead I had ideas for developing a Cosmic
Cat book. At first my notion was to elaborate on the planetarium
show story, or perhaps write a sequel. I made a few stabs at that
but never came up with anything memorable or compelling.
Eventually the bones of the current story ossified in my
mind: a lonely little girl meets a mysterious blue kitten whose nature and origin is never clearly explained. Her brief interaction
with the cat opens her Earth-bound, materialistic eyes to a wider
vision of reality.
I began working on the art for this story in 2002. It was to be all digital, at a time when
the sort of CG software and hardware available to a single worker of no great means was fairly
primitive. Since I lacked confidence in my drawing ability at that time, the main character, Mary,
would be based on figures from the Poser character animation software package. So would
many views of the cat himself.
The resulting artwork had the quality one would
expect: variable, but generally low, with figures that
looked like cheap plastic dolls. I soon realized this
was inadequate and changed course. The character
of Mary was based on and inspired by a little girl
who I knew back then. She agreed to pose for photographs that I integrated into the artwork, replacing
the Poser figures. The result was good, if a little
startling at times. You don’t see much children’s picture book art composed of photographs integrated
into elaborate digital artwork. Usually they have simple hand-drawn artwork. I was afraid this unconventional art style would make it difficult to find a publisher, and indeed none of my submissions to them
ever generated a speck of interest.
I self-published two small editions of the book in
hardcover using Apple’s iPhoto printing service, selling them mostly to friends and family, some of whom
still keep and value these originals. I later offered a
paperback edition in a larger format via a print-ondemand service.
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Early in this decade I took that version off the market because I was no longer satisfied with it. In 2012 I set to work on a major revamp that would ultimately change the story almost beyond
recognition. I set out with the following goals:
-Make the story deeper, longer, richer, and more philosophical
-Replace all instances of the photographic Mary character with a
new, hand drawn character, re-dubbed Maria.
-Also replace all digital or photo-based cats and owls with handdrawn versions.
-Develop a digital e-book version that would also include numerous
interactive features to explore and illustrate the astronomical topics
shown or implied in the story, thus adding much educational value to
the book.
It was a massive task. In the end the book wound up being almost twice as long as the
original, with 42 pages of art, many of them completely new. It’s no longer completely digital,
incorporating considerable traditionally painted artwork. Even most of the original art was substantially revised and upgraded, if not actually replaced. The story changed to gently reflect my
own views of humanity’s place in the universe and of the nature of the universe itself. This
work took about two years.
I developed the e-book using
Apple’s iBooks Author software, incorporating numerous animations,
popups, and presentations I made.
This version was published on the
Apple iBooks Store early in 2014. Because of the proprietary
nature of the iBooks Author widgets, it
is only available and functional on
Apple iPads and Mac computers. If I
ever release a Kindle version it will
necessarily lack all those interactive
features.
A print edition of the story became available through Amazon in
May. Both versions have been met
with strong praise from those who
have read them. I would like to eventually release a hardback if I can find
a reasonable way to do that. I’d still
like to catch the eye of some agent,
editor, or publisher, and get the book
better publicity and distribution. I’m
vain or egotistical enough to believe
Cosmic Cat deserves a much wider
audience.
http://joebergeron.com/ccat.html
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IAAA Grand Canyon Workshop—September 11-17, 2011
Day Four: Sedona, Wupatki NM and Lowell Observatory – Thursday September 15, 2011
By Kara Szathmáry MSc FIAAA
The rain and intermittent thunderstorms yesterday afternoon at Wupatki National Monument generally washed out any opportunity
to generate a plein air artwork for most of the artists. Other than time to visit and photograph these curious desert ruins and the geological features where they sat, their impressions remained. During breakfast, several artists from the G-9 van crew and Pam’s accompanying troop discussed one particular site that fascinated a good number of them. Wukoki Pueblo ruin, built atop a huge sandstone boulder within a dry wash, was particularly picturesque. It’s located three miles farther east of Wupatki Pueblo ruin in the desert some five miles west of the Little Colorado River boundary with the Navajo Reservation. The “painter’s faction” wanted to pass
up today’s site seeing visit to Sedona and the Red Rock Country to the southeast of Flagstaff in order to gain valuable plein air painting time near the ruins. Around 9:30am, Vincent and Jean-Manuel arrived and decided to follow Bill’s and Pam’s cars and return to
Wupatki in hope of continuing their interview and documentation of the artists as they worked their magic on canvas boards.
The van carrying Jon, Dan, April, Dave Mark, Aldo, Tim, Mark, Andrew,
and Dario left Flagstaff directly south along #89A toward Sedona thirty
miles away. The first ten miles took them through rolling hills forested
with juniper and ponderosa pine. Then came a steep winding 2000-foot
descent from the Coconino National Forest plateau off the Mogollon
Rim escarpment into a narrow spectacular canyon at the bottom, parallel
to Oak Creek where the desert begins. Dave was continually busy documenting the adventure, taking videos along the descent where a geological fault line divides one side of the canyon and moves in a different
direction from the other as it opens the panoramic vista. Along the way,
there are many overlooks, parks, picnic areas, apple orchards, and hiking
trails tempting visitors to stop periodically for photographs. The van G-9
artists stopped at Halfway Picnic Area in an apple orchard ten miles
north of Sedona where Dave helped himself to some fruit while his colleagues took a brief hike to gage a better view of the Sedona
valley. Other than hiking trails, there was the obvious option of just sitting down to gaze in awe at the rugged cliffs, needle-like pinnacles, and isolated red-rock buttes rising rise from the green forest below. Five miles farther and closer to Sedona, the artists
stopped at Midgley Bridge and took a short hike along Huckaby trail near Oak Creek. During the hike, Dan vanished and failed to
arrive at the designated rendezvous point rest stop along the highway where the other artists were gathered. With caution and some
worry, Jon drove off in search of our navigator, looking for any sign, or indication of the vanished hiker. Finally, Jon returned where
he found Dan, who reappeared at the rendezvous rest stop, joining the other artists from the opposite direction. Who would have
known the lone hiker was perfectly matched with his expansive territory in the desert!
The town of Sedona has a pretty location surrounded by large red and white sandstone cliffs and buttes, with contrasting greenery
provided by a mixture of trees, bushes, and cacti. An elevated zone with no building development separates the town into two parts.
The uptown area is centered on #89A and #179-road junction, while a larger second section sprawl of housing development, West
Sedona, is two miles to the southwest and contains the main residential area.
Entering the uptown of Sedona, numerous restaurants,
tourist facilities, and art galleries line the route. Ever
since the Cowboy Artists of America organization was
founded in Sedona back in 1965, the town has had a
reputation as an artist’s community, specializing in traditional Western, contemporary Southwestern and Native American art. From about a dozen art galleries in
town, the artists selected to visit one called “Exposures
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sculpture garden walkway before entering into the lavish gallery itself. Its collection certainly summarized one of the driving
forces behind the local economy. Before leaving the gallery, Jon collected some submission forms for any space artist who might
consider corresponding for possible future exhibits. As the van left Sedona and headed north, the artists decided on one more
photo stop farther out of town and a final hike to gaze at the sensational
panoramic view of Sedona valley. They would later return to the hotel
in Flagstaff and continue preparing each of their individual artistic contributions to the grid painting.
While the G-9 artists toured Sedona terrain in Red-Rock Country, Bill,
Kara, Pam, Marilynn, Mike, and Pat headed back to Wupatki territory,
especially to paint the ruins at Wukoki. The landscape northeast of Flagstaff is desolate, windswept, and a sparsely populated region carpeted
with volcanic ash. The eruptions of Sunset Crater in the eleventh and
twelfth centuries sent early tribes-people fleeing from the area. After a
few generations, they returned to settle once
again the Wupatki basin. Pueblos with multistory stone buildings went up creating villages
that maintained trade routes with regional tribes
as far away as Mexico. Yet by 1250, the villages were left deserted and viewed as a mystery hundreds of years later by our IAAA explorers. Wupatki pueblo, with up to three stories and nearly a hundred rooms, is the largest
and most impressive pueblo in the monument.
Its community
room and nearby ball court, though different in
design from courts of the Aztec and Maya, suggests that a similar game may have been played in this region. Wupatki may have housed up to 100 people while another circular
stone structure just below the main ruins may have been an amphitheater or a dance hall.
Wukoki pueblo is smaller with only three rooms visible today, but it is one of the best preserved. It is located four miles east from
Wupatki and farther out in the desert along a wash trailing off toward the Little Colorado River. Here, the cars carrying the
“painter’s faction” arrived. To get to the pueblo from the parking lot required a short hike some 300 feet carrying their art supplies,
canvases, and chairs along a red dirt path. Once the artists reached the site, they spent time searching out the best vantage points to
set up their plein air compositions. All but Kara selected a spot off the trail in the surrounding terrain as their best view of Wukoki
ruin. Kara on the other hand, selected a spot in the terrace courtyard atop the huge sandstone boulder upon which the pueblo was
built and provided a view of the wash into the distant eastern mountains on the horizon of the desert where the Little Colorado
River flowed.
Within an hour, a park ranger arrived and
instructed the artists to relocate their positions within the boundary lines of the dirt
trail surrounding the ruin. However, when
the ranger asked Pat to stay on the trail as
the posted signs gave notice, he answered,
“What trail? I simply walked in from the
road to find the best viewing point of the
pueblo.” Then, he gathered his art supplies
and moved closer onto the trail rather
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than risk being asked to leave Wukoki. The
change of locations allowed visiting tourists
to look over the shoulders of the artists periodically, engage conversations, or simply
comment and ultimately distract along the
trails those who were deep in concentration
as they tried to sit and paint for the public
along the designated trails.
As the artists began to finish their respective
en plein air artwork, they joined others still
working. Conversations, pranks, and jokes filled the air with laughter, especially Pat’s reply to the ranger. When Bill put up an
unfinished painting from Grandview, there followed more laughter from the confusion tourists felt about his subject matter that
was not even in front of him. The laughter helped lighten the moments still left as they waited for their colleagues to finish up.
The drive back to Flagstaff by mid-afternoon conjured up a triumphal sense of achievement that gave an inspired and added motivation of confidence to finish the sections of the grid painting.
Back at the hotel, the balance of the afternoon was spent exchanging stories about separate trips to Sedona Red Rock Country
and to the adventures at Wukoki. Several artists pressed ahead putting final touches on their various paintings that still required
adjustments for total satisfaction. Others moved onto their grid or relaxed while they continued to sign any remaining space art
books for the Kickstart Project sponsors or each other’s personal copies.
Dinner this night placed all but three artists at Bunhuggers Bar and Grill, a western ambience hamburger joint, for a final group
supper and shared camaraderie over multi pitchers of beer and storytelling.
Pam, Marilynn, and Bill stayed back at the hotel in order to complete their
grid sections at a comfortable and less rattled pace, as they were concerned
about not finishing their sections before Friday night. After Bunhuggers
with time to spare before the appointed tour of Lowell’s Observatory at
9pm, the group moved on to Dairy Queen to satisfy the urge for various
Blizzard ice cream cones.
All of today’s treks by our modern day art explorers were down paved
tributaries that snake out into unknown terrain away from interstate highways. Imagine a time at the turn of the twentieth century when the western
territories were occupied by scare rural farms sprawling for miles across
expanses marked at night only by an occasional oil lamp or candle. The
heavenly glory of an endless canopy of stars was the source of spectacular
inspiration not only for our group of artists, but also for the astronomer, Percival Lowell.
Lowell, a member of a New England Bostonian family, was an independent wealthy Harvard graduate, who had an opportunity
to travel extensively including to the Far East. Lowell was inquisitive and restless. By 1890, his interest in astronomy became
the dominant force of his life. It was near Flagstaff, Arizona that he decided to establish his own observatory. Although his earth
bound solar sanctuary didn’t rival the size of astronomical structures of research institutes and colleges, it may have well been an
early inspiration for Buckminster Fuller’s modern geodesic dome designs.
Lowell’s observatory rose from its secluded pine ridge location like
a hand built outpost resembling a short wide silo. The structure is
built of slats of wood attached intricately in circular levels that
sweep around and reach for the sky. Geometric patterns of triangles
support the structure of interior wooden laboratory. One steps back
into time long passed and can’t help but feel being connected to
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the spirit of the scientist anxious to seize the opportunity to pursue astronomical questions that interest only him. The dome laboratory was constructed on a 7,250-foot location high above Flagstaff and was named Mars
Hill. Ultimately, Mars Hill became the final resting place of Percival Lowell
who was interned in a mausoleum behind the observatory.
This historic observatory is a private, non-profit research institution founded
in 1894 by Lowell. It is also one of the oldest astronomical observatories in
the Southwest. It played important roles in works carried out by Lowell’s
study of Mars and calculations that led him to predict the existence of a tenth
planet beyond the orbit of Neptune. In 1896 a manual controlled 24- inch Clark refractor telescope was installed, in the primary
observatory, while a 13-inch telescope was installed a second much smaller dome observatory at the cliff edge overlooking Flagstaff. These observatories have been the site of many
important findings including the discovery of the large recessional velocities (redshift) of
island universes, called galaxies, by Vesto Slipher in 1912-1914 using the 24-inch Clark
refractor with an attached spectrograph. The result ultimately led to the realization that the
universe was expanding. Prior to that, the universe was thought to be just the sum of stars
and nebulae within the Milky Way.
Thirteen years after Lowell’s death, Planet X was finally discovered, almost exactly, where
he had predicted it would be. Clyde Tombaugh, a twenty-four-year-old newly hired staff
made the discovery using the 13-inch telescope and Lowell’s data to make the discovery in
1930. In a contest to name Planet X, a ten-year-old girl won with the name “Pluto” whose
astronomical sign became PL (Percival Lowell).
In addition to the two observatories on Mars Hill, there is also a rotunda containing a library
and museum with ample documentations of the various discoveries, instrumentation, and
observational records in logbooks. This special and splendid after hour private tour was arranged by Dan with the observatory and included the opportunity for the artists to observe
M15 in Pegasus at the eyepiece
through the historic 24-inch Clark
refractor telescope along with tour of the 13-inch telescope used to
discover Pluto.
Back at the hotel, an evening of book signing followed the elevated
pressure of time for each remaining artist to finish the grid painting
sections by Friday night. Meanwhile, Pam, Marilynn, and Bill had
finished their sections while the other artists toured Lowell’s Observatory, thus setting the bar higher with their marvelous renditions on the
grid.
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IAAA Day FIVE: Return to the Grand Canyon at Desert View – Friday September 16,
2011
By Kara Szathmáry MSc FIAAA
The final morning arrived and filled the lobby and cafeteria with glorious sunshine. As the artists planned to return to the Grand
Canyon to paint, the promise was eagerly sought of a rain free day. What the artists could not finish on Monday when the rain
started was the accomplishment they wished for today. There was also added pressure and concern to finish the grid painting as
several sections remained incomplete.
The rainy week prevented Vincent and Jean-Manuel from having many on site opportunities to interview the artists on how
Lucien Rudaux may have influenced their own space art styles. Fortunately, on Thursday evening just before dinner, the filmmakers took advantage to video Bill when he brought out his copy of the 1990 edition of the Lucien Rudaux book, Sur Les
Autres Mondes, originally published in 1937. Very few of the group had ever seen the volume and it truly wowed them—no
acting that evening, just exclamations of wonder and awe. Time was flying and there were still so many things to see and do.
The weeklong workshop would be over soon, and thank goodness, a sunny day greeted the artists as they returned to the Grand
Canyon.
Before leaving Flagstaff and setting out to the canyon 85 miles away
to the north beyond the San Francisco Peaks Mountains through the
desert, all the vehicles were topped off with gasoline. There were
very few service stations in that remote part of the state. After passing through Cameron AZ at the junction and onto AZ#64, the road
headed west to the east entrance of the national park, where the barren, desolate, and windswept terrain had developed a gentle roll.
Even before reaching the park 30 miles away, Bill adjusted his cruise
control to a meager 30 mph although the posted speed was 65.
Kara, who rode in the van this day with the other G-9 artists joshed
to suggest that Bill was most likely painting a canvas on his dash of
the meandering route through high arid desert landscape. Eventually
Jon steered the van and passed him only to come to a rest area where
the landscape divided into a dramatic and awesome fissure with a view of the Little Colorado River deep in a canyon that savagely tore the desert floor in two. As this rest stop was on Navajo Reservation in the western part of the Painted Desert, Navajo
artisans set up a couple of dozen vendor stalls to sell their North American jewelry, handmade crafts, and souvenirs to the public
after taking photographs of the dramatic gorge.
The convoy continued west, and another spectacular view of Little Colorado River canyon led to yet another stop but this time at
the side of the highway next to steel guardrails. Everyone piled out with their camera in their hands to snap a few more photographs. The artists and the film crew eventually arrived to the park. From anywhere at Desert View, the scenery was breathtaking. At the parking lot, the artists left their art supplies to head beyond the historic Watch Tower and over to a small fenced-in
ledge overlooking the canyon to assemble together for a group workshop photograph. Aldo’s brother, Dario, a photographer,
volunteered to take the group photograph with as many personal cameras the artists offered. Once this was memorialized digitally, the G-9 artists elected to hike about the area.
Not wanting to hike nor sketch within the crowded area, Bill and the Painter’s Faction decided to return to Grandview where
most artists were rained out on Monday. This opportunity provided another session at the hoodoo named “The Duck” to complete any unfinished work or attempt another. Vincent and Jean-Manuel followed with the hope of continuing their filming of
various artists they hadn’t yet interviewed.
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The van and the G-9 artists eventually made their way over to join the Painter’s Faction. The sunny afternoon began to
cloud over. While the artists worked their canvas boards, others hiked or milled about photographing the scene and their colleagues at work. Jon and Dan however were busy exploring paths that led out to the flat rock ledge upon which the hoodoo
stood. These brave hearts provided a unique sense of scale to the hoodoo formation as they danced about the structure before
moving elsewhere at the towering edge of the canyon escarpment.
By midafternoon, Vincent and Jean-Manuel were setting up to film an
interview with Kara when the thunderclouds began to roll in. Kara was
working quickly to capture the rapture of the canyon, imagined in his
mind as a night view. Rain began to sprinkle, then came the thunder
accompanied by bolts of lightning and an increased drizzle. All the artists exploded in an energetic fury packing their art supplies in order to
make a mad dash for cover inside their parked vehicles. Not finding
Bill’s hybrid in the parking lot, Dave and Kara jumped into Vincent
and Jean-Manuel’s car.
Once again, a downpour of rain broke up a painting session; however, a
good number of previous and new artworks were completed. In order to
wait out the rain and allow the video interview process to continue with
Dave and Kara before heading back to Flagstaff, Jon suggested that we all go to the El Tovar Lodge in the Grand Canyon Village
next door to the Grand Canyon train station.
Bill had other plans. His preference was to return to Waputki National Monument after he managed to finish his Vishnu Temple painting under much better weather than Monday. He had already left the area before the van arrived
for lunch. At Wupatki he took some more photos and tried again at a Mars
painting that would have showed layers of red rocks. However, the periodic
rains in his area eventually sent him packing and then back to Flagstaff with
yet another unsuccessful attempt to complete a painting. Perhaps tomorrow,
after everyone heads home was Bill’s final determination to find closure for
the few unfinished canvases.
The steady and heavy downpour let up by the time the caravan of artists and filmmakers arrived in the parking lot of El Tovar.
The posh rustic looking hotel, which opened in 1905, providing a high level of comfort and luxury, was situated on twenty acres
and was built as a destination resort on the edge of the wilderness, some twenty feet from the rim of the canyon. The El Tovar
was one of the first hotels in national parks part of a trend where railroads would build large hotels in newly scenic locations like
Yellowstone. Theodore Roosevelt’s 1903 visit to the canyon sparked the construction of the new hotel before the Grand Canyon
was protected formally as a Federal Park. Roosevelt returned to stay at the El Tovar in 1906, and again in 1913, after the Grand
Canyon was proclaimed as a National Monument in 1908. By 1916, Congress finally established the Grand Canyon as a National Park.
The El Tovar was built from local limestone and Oregon pine. The lower
portions of the building are mainly of log construction, with smoother
framed construction sheeted with
planking for the upper levels. The
roof was covered in shingles. The
hotel’s entrance was on the side
away from the canyon, at a right
angle to the railroad terminal directly across the street. The north
wing ran towards the canyon, almost
to its edge, ending in a porch over15

The eclectic character of the El Tovar’s exterior is magnified on the interior, where rustic Western-Swiss theme collides with elements of the revivalism of the 19th century Spanish Mission style. In addition, it is accented with arts and crafts movement furnishings and southwest Indian motifs in the style and ideas of William Morris, who was influenced by the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood
and inspired by the writings of John Ruskin. The central rotunda of the lobby features Swiss-inspired cutout wood railings formed
by peeled log posts, all varnished a dark brown, set against southwest-pattern carpets. It was into this lobby that the artists wandered with a countless number of others, including hotel guests, as rain drenched visitors who likewise sought shelter from the
storm. Every table in the restaurant was filled, as was the
lounge. The artists waited patiently while entranced with
the interior decorum. Not to lose further time, Vincent and
Jean-Manuel asked Dave to go upstairs to the rotunda, as it
appeared empty. The interview would be conducted up
there, as it would be private and out of the way of traffic.
Unfortunately, the interview had to be suspended because
the filmmakers were told that they required a written twoweek notice for a reservation.
Rather than wait for a table in the restaurant, the decision
was made to return to Flagstaff as several artists still needed to finish their grid painting before departure the next day. Jon and
Pam’s crew loaded their vehicles and left in a haste back to Flagstaff. Dave and Kara boarded Vincent and Jean-Manuel’s car a
short while later and headed out of the parking lot, although unsure which way to go. After a brief gander at the village map, the
group rolled past the impressive log constructed train station along a road parallel to the railway tracks that passed through a residential area for the park staff and then out to the south entrance heading southbound along Arizona highway #180 & #64. The
route took them out of the ponderosa pine and into sparse sagebrush desert arid landscape of the Coconino Plateau.
The thirty mile diagonal cutoff where #180 and #64 split was missed, which took Vincent and Jean-Manuel another thirty miles
south along route #64 to Williams, where the Grand Canyon Railroad operates excursion trains from the outskirt of town to the
south rim of the Grand Canyon. Two retired steam locomotive engines rested side by side at the road near the depot. They stand as
a monument to the historic rail route. The Grand Canyon country was a distant land in the late 1800’s. Only the most adventurous
of explorers could rough the elements to encounter its remote location in northern Arizona, still a territory at the time. Americans
however, were on the move and heading west. Railroads were being built and tying the nation together. The main line was built
from Chicago to Los Angeles as it passed through Williams, Arizona. Today, interstate I-40 intersects route #64 at Williams where
cars have replaced the trains as the transportation of choice for most visitors to the Grand Canyon. At the junction of I-40, the
group headed east and once again back into the ponderosa pine of the Kaibab National Forest on route to Flagstaff forty miles farther and back into the mountains of San Francisco Peaks.
By the time filmmakers arrived with Dave and Kara, it was well past five in the afternoon and some of the artists were in full fury
working on their grid painting sections in the cafeteria/studio adjacent to the hotel lobby. Several other artists were exchanging
their copies of the “Beauty of Space” to have their colleagues sign their editions.
Vincent and Jean-Manuel asked Dave and Kara for help to secure a conference room so that they could continue their film interview they had
not yet successfully completed with the remaining artists. Once a room
was secured, the interviews began in earnest beginning with Dave, then
Kara, Pam, and Jon.
The grid painting was finally near completion except for a central section block, which Jon would complete once he returned to LA. Around
7pm, a large segment of the art attendees headed out of the lobby to
Coco’s, a restaurant just behind the Hilton Garden Inn. This was the last
opportunity to share a final meal together with friends and colleagues;
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reminisce about the events of the week; make merry and laugh despite the rain,
and rejoice in the successful completion of plein-air paintings.
Once back at the hotel and in the lobby, most artists bid farewell with hugs and
handshakes, as most flights were scheduled for leave very early the next morning. Tim was leaving at 4am, followed by Aldo, Dario, Mark, April, Jon and
Kara at various times. Pat was looking optimistically toward an eventless 1,200
-mile return by motorcycle to Texas. Dan, Mikey, Andrew, and Dave had a
twelve-hour drive back to Colorado. Dave and Mark still had to make their
connecting flights across the pond to the UK. Pam was heading back to Modesto CA in her husband’s dimpled car, while Marilynn was driving her truck
back to White Sands NM. All but Bill would leave the area by 3pm; he still
wanted finish an uncompleted canvas view of the San Francisco Peaks, which
was begun last Sunday on the grounds of the Museum of Northern Arizona,
then drive back to Tucson.

Bill Hartman – Wupatki National Monument, Arizona

Kara Szathmary – Wukoki Pueblo:Paradise Lost

Tim Malles – Mars Hill Nocturne View from Lowell Observatory
and Wukoki Pueblo: Trespassers
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April Faires – Red Rock Pillars: Sedona AZ

Kara Szathmáry: From Here to Eternity

Marilyn Flynn: Bright Angel Trail

Aldo Spadoni: Desert View
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David A Hardy: Sketch 1a and

Michael Carroll: Herd

Karen Nyberg and quilting in
space: http://
science.nbcnews.com/
_news/2013/05/14/18254269first-quilter-in-space-nasaastronaut-plans-to-turn-orbitalrags-to-stitches?lite
Shared by Robin Hart on the
IAAA list serve.
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Sketch 3

Space Art Lands in Tucson
By Michelle Rouch

University of Arizona in Tucson,
AZ, known to be the Astronomy Capital
of the World, hosted The Art of Planetary
Science. It exhibited over 70 artists and
scientists from across Arizona and beyond.
Timothy Swindle, Department
Head, and his team organized a phenomenal event at the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory. ASAA, a sister affiliate
art organization, and the International
Association of Astronomical Artists
(IAAA) artists that participated were Dr.
William Hartmann, Jim Scotti, Simon
Kregar, Marilynn Flynn, and Michelle
Rouch. Marilynn Flynn’s “Titan’s Southern Summer," received the Best in Show;
Dr. William Hartmann’s “Enceladus,”
came in at 3rd Place; and Michelle
Rouch’s “We Come in Peace for All Mankind,” received an Honorable Mention.
The winners of The Art of Planetary Science competition were then displayed at
the Tucson Museum of Art’s Museum Art
on Tap art exhibition.
Titan’s Southern Summer
by Marilynn Flynn, IAAA Artist

A link to LPL’s website which tells about the exhibit and has photos of all of the artwork shown.
http://www.lpl.arizona.edu/art/2013
The show is being held again this fall. Deadline for submissions is Sept. 19th. Sign up at this address to get announcements by email (or keep checking the webpage for updates):
http://www.lpl.arizona.edu/art
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Featured Member—John W. Clark
At the age of six, John Clark became interested in airplanes. From his home in Chicago, he
spent many hours watching them fly overhead on
their landing approach to Midway Airport. He often wondered, “How do airplanes turn?” His conclusion was that the wings rotated; left for a left
turn; right for a right turn. At that time, he was not
aware of ailerons, elevators and rudders, but only
of the stark beauty of plane against sky. This interest in airplanes expanded to include spacecraft
and the astronomical universe they explore.
By the 1960's, Mr. Clark had served in
Southeast Asia with the U.S. Air Force as an aircraft mechanic and returned to his home in Milwaukee, Wisconsin to study mechanical engineering at Marquette University. After two years
of study, he felt drawn to his first love - art. As a
result, he enrolled at the University of WisconsinMilwaukee and obtained a Bachelor of Fine Arts,
Master of Arts and Master of Fine Arts degree in
drawing and painting.
For thirty-seven years, his efforts have
been directed toward commissioned works for
Astronomy magazine, NASA and the U.S. Air
Force Art Program. Mr. Clark is a past President, an Artist Fellow, and Jo Kotula Chair of the
American Society of Aviation Artists.
In recent years, he has expanded his oeuvre to include landscape, the figure and decorative motifs. Mr. Clark currently lives and works in
Surprise, Arizona. Images of his artwork may be
viewed on his website: www.johnwclark.com
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Solar Song © 2009 Julie Rodriguez Jones/ArtFromTheSoul.com

Solar Flares, graphite , Erika McGinnis
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Red Eclipse © 2009 Julie Rodriguez Jones/ArtFromTheSoul.com
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E-mail:vp-europe@iaaa.org

A note from our President
Hi Gang,
Well, it's been a pretty busy 2014 so far! Two big issues to make sure everyone is aware of
right now. First, we are still looking to cut costs on Pulsar printing by going with an electronic delivery
e-Pulsar. It has all the same content as the printed version, just in PDF format so you can read it on
your tablet, smart phone, computer, or whatnot. To date, we have had exactly ONE person state that
they would like to switch to electronic delivery! One person isn't really much of a saving, so let's keep
the question open for another issue. If you would like to receive the Pulsar electronically, please
send a note to either me or our Editor Erika McGinnis and let us know. If you are happy with things
the way they are, do nothing! You'll keep getting your very own lovely, full color, printed Pulsar just
like you are holding right now. :-)
Next big issue is we have formally entered the National Geographic "Expedition Granted" contest with (I think) a very good possibility of winning a $50,000 prize for going on an expedition to ICELAND! The NatGeo panel of judges will select ten finalists from all the proposals and I think we have
a very good chance of being in that final ten. If we are, we will then be in control of our own fate, because the grand prize winner will be selected by PUBLIC VOTE. That's right, public vote! Everyone
can vote once per day during the open period at the NatGeo website. As I see it, 120 members with
spouses and family, we should be able to pull in several thousand votes during the open period of 16
to 29 September 2014. So, go to the NatGeo website and take a look at our proposal, then watch
your e-mail in-box for a note from me around 15 September that says we are in, then go VOTE VOTE
VOTE EVERY DAY!!
http://expeditiongranted.nationalgeographic.com/project/our-alien-earth
Iceland is calling us....
Jon
President, IAAA

Pulsar is published as part of the membership benefits from dues paid. All contents are
copyright of the IAAA except where noted. Individual artists retain copyrights to works
contributed to this publication. Submissions may be sent to: Pulsar-editor@iaaa.org.
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